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"KING CREOLE"
"FLAMING STAR"

"WILD IN THE COUNTRY"
"BLUE HAWAII"

"GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS"
"WORLDS FAIR"

All entries must be received by first post on Monday next (May 20)

Place this coupon in an envelope (3d. stamp)

NEW RECORD MIRROR (ELVIS)
116 SHAFTESBURY AVE., LONDON, W.1

My choice is:

NAME
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

EtVIS
COMPETITION

50

FREE

TICKETS

TO BE

H
TO PREMIERE OF

MGM's "IT HAPPENED AT THE WORLD'S FAIR"
At the EMPIRE, LEICESTER SQUARE

ON MAY 30
PLUS

A REAL JUKEBOX* IN YOUR OWN HOME
FOR ONE MONTH FOR THE FIRST PRIZE

*Supplied and installed by
JUKEBOX DISTRIBUTORS LTD., Wardour St., London, W.1

a.,

SIX OF ELVIS PRESLEY'S recent leading ladies (above)
Which do you consider the most suitable for him? Place them in the
order of your choice! The prizes will be awarded to the first entries
which agree with the judges' selection. The judges' decision is final.

No correspondence, please.
1 - CAROLYN JONES
2 - BARBARA EDEN
3 - TUESDAY WELD
4 - JOAN BLACKMAN
5 - LAUREL GOODWIN
6 - JOAN 0 BRIEN

r-

1

1

ADDRESS

1

(Mr./Mrs./Miss)

and address to: I

1

1
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SOME BIG ME NEWIES...

BILLIE DAVIS
He's The One; Y.I.P. (Decca F
11658)

AFTER her huge hit with "Tell
Him", Billie takes an original

number composed by arranger
Charles Blackwell. There's a bass
voice on this-and the voice is very
similar to the throaty effect she
used on her last hit. Good per-
formance, but the song isn't as good
as "Tell Him"-even though it's
very much like it.

Flip is another rip-roaring num-
ber with plenty of appeal - and
Billy's little gruff voice shouting
away. Good performance, with
the femme chorus doing well.

THREE S SS

THE TIP TOPS
Oo-Kook-A-Boo; He's Braggin'
(Cameo Parkway P 868)

THE
gals announce, beatily, that

their "baby" actually looks at
them and mouths the title of the
top side. Good typical American
group sound, cunningly presented,
with bags of verve . . . and nerve.
Not exactly tip-top, but good
enough to win handy sales. Sax
intrudes mid -way, adding fire.
Nothing drastically wrong on any
count. Flip is mid-tempo-ish beaty
and unusual for a strange lead voice
which could be either male or
female.

THREE S S S.

CHRIS PAGE
Wait 'n' See; Mine, Mine, Mine
(Cameo -Parkway CP 751)

ARACCAS impinge on the early
rhythm. Then it settles into a

medium piece. The voice of Chris
is somewhat hidden in the choral
bits and pieces and when it isn't he
is double -tracked. Rather a jerky
production, all round and it will
probably get lost in the spate of
similar releases. The background
beat, incessant is a notable feature.
Up -tempo on "Mine Mine Mine",
Chris shows considerably better
form, in the R and B "feel". Could
prove the bigger side.

THREE .SS S

THE MAORI HI -FIVE
South Sea Tamoure; Now Is The
Hour (Columbia DB 7046)
THE goodly sounds of the group

are put to the Tamoure beat
which is the new dance craze, on
this very Hawaiian type number
with plenty of appeal. One lead
voice singing unintelligible lyrics,
plenty of guitar, and a jog -along
fast beat. Smooth and well -
performed we liked it but don't
reckon it's commercial potential.

The old standard is given the
Hawaiian treatment on the flip and
converted to the Tamoure beat.
Good stuff - and rather different.

THREE S

STEVE PERRY
My Dad; Find Me A Girl (Decca
F 11656).
THE big U.S. hit for Paul Peter-

son is given a reasonable treat-
ment by Steve on this disc. It's a
slowish sentimental-you could say
slushy-song with a lot of appeal
for those with dads, which is all
of us. Rather good singing from

EMILE FORD
Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me;
Doin' What You Do To Me
(Pye Piccadilly 35116)

EMILE,
backed now by the Big

Six, injects fire and spirit into
the oldie. And it's back on to his
old hit -making style - sufficiently,
perhaps, to push him back into the
charts. Group lay down a worthy
backing beat. Emile really punches
out the lyrics and the ending is
cleverly contrived. Watch this one.
Flip is another staccato effort,
vocally, but lacks the inventiveness
of the top side. And the backing is
not so interesting.

FOUR SSSS
VAL DOONICAN
Kawliga; I Told a Brook (Decca
F 11660)
pASTISH tempo for the latest

from Val, about a wooden Red
Indian that stands outside a shop.
It's very similar to the Frankie
Laine disc, "Champion The Won-
der Horse"-fast tempo, muffled by
echo, and fair old performance.

Piano opens the flip, a rather
slower number with Val in big -
voiced form and a good lyric and
tune to the number. Plaintive and
entertaining.

THREE S S S

SHIRLEY JACKSON
The Boy of the Year; I Miss You
Most Of All (Decca F 11661)

THE
girl who gave us "Don't

Play Me A Love Song " comes
up with another rather teen number
with a somewhat hackneyed lyric.
She sings well on the beat ballad
and there's a string and chorus
backing. It's got one of those com-
parison lyrics-his hair is not as
well -cut as Kookie's, etc. Pretty
grim lyric.

Faster stuff on the flip, a rather
entertaining number that's a lot
more commercial than side ane.
Beat stuff with Shirley in good vocal
form.

THREE S S S

PETER JAY AND
THE JAYWALKERS

Poet and Peasant; Ooh -La -La
(Decca F 11659)
THEY had a hit with "Can -Can

'62" and a flop with "Totem
Pole." This one is a well -performed
version of a classic with many hit
noises coming from it. It's a

familiar tune taken at a fast speed
and with plenty of beat everywhere.
Well performed, it should make the
charts.

More sax stuff on the flip, a

rather frantic beat number with
plenty of appeal and a good sound.
Again well performed, with a lively
quality.

FOUR

Steve who proves he's got a good
voice on this number. A favourite
for a long time to come, we think,
but not for the charts-perhaps.

Plucked guitar sounds on the
flip, a multi -tracked effort with
plenty of appeal and a lot of what
it takes to make a hit. Perhaps
even more commercial than the top
side.

THREE sss

KENNY LYNCH
You Can Never Stop Me Loving
You; Crazy Crazes (HMVM POP
1165)

NEWIE from Kenny opens with
lush strings, and a subdued

backbeat with plenty of good vocal
work from the "Up On The Roof"
boy. A good lyric with a fair tune,
and a medium tempo - maybe a
little bit draggy but it grows on
you. A hit, but probably not a
top twenty disc.

From the film " Just For Fun "
comes the faster flip - it's also
probably more commercial than the
top side - it's fastish with a beat
backing, and a subdued sound once
again.

FOUR S S

KIKI DEE
Early Night; Lucky High Heels
(Fontana TF 394)
KIKI is a young femme who has
1' quite a good voice, and quite
a decent song here. It's a beat
ballad with a somewhat busy back-
ing and plenty of virility about the
treatment. We liked it and it has
quite a lot of potential.

Flip is another ballad, slower
this time, and again very well per-
formed. We liked it - it has a
grow -on -you quality.

FOUR SVDS

PAT BOONE
Memory Mountain; Lovers Lane
(London Dot HLD 9726)

AFTER a considerable flop with
" Meditation," Pat has a go at

a fastish, spiritual -type number on
this latest effort. It's a good, tuneful
song with plenty of spirit and good
femme chorus work. Lively, but not
too imaginative, it should see Pat
back into the charts.

Another fast-ish effort on the flip,
a rock disc with quite a bit of
appeal. Not too commercial, but it
should do well.

THREE S

RONNIE HAWKINS
Who Do You Love?; Bo Diddley
(Columbia DB 7036)
TYPICAL sort of roar -up from

Mr. H. He rattles into the
lyrics, half -talking, early then . . .

then into a repetition of the title.
Then the screams start. Real
screaming. Lots of echo on the
backing, featuring a tearaway
guitar. From slight beginnings this
becomes an ultra -violent offering.
Mr. Hawkins is nothing if not unin-
hibited. Might take off. Flip is not
the best version of the R and B
number, but Ronnie certainly gets
with it. More stratospheric ramb-
lings and more excitement from the
backing.

THREE S

FIND A RECORDING STAR
S.E. London Talent Contest finals

CULMINATION OF WEEKS of
heats, and hours of talent -

studying, comes on Saturday, May
18, at Greenwich Town Hall, near
London, with the finals of the
South -East London "Find A
Recording Star" competition, held
as part of a big dance.

The contest, with a recording
test for the winners and "New
Record Mirror" trophies for the
successful ones, is organised by
"Record Hop", a disc store, in
Nelson Road, Greenwich.

Well-known music -publisher and
composer, Max Diamond, with his
two partners in "Record Hop",
announces that four groups, three
male singers and two girls have
won through to the finals.

At Saturday's star-studded gala
event, dancing will start at 7.30 p.m.
and the contest finals will start
about an hour later. Among the
judges: Jimmy Watson, Editor,
"New Record Mirror"; Roy
Parker, Editor, "Record Retailer";
BBC producer Terry Henebery;
song -star Carol Deene; dee-jay Ted
King; columnist Pat Doncaster;
personnel manager Freddie Winrose.

There were over 150 original
entries and, reports Max Diamond,
the standard throughout was sur-
prisingly high.

Lined up for Saturday's finals:
Susan Meyer, 16 -year -old school-
girl; Lorraine Hooyveld, a 15 -year -
old coloured lass;

Johnny Roberts, C and W
stylist; Brian Craven, beat -ballad
singer; George Baisley, a coloured
balladeer;

The Champions, rock group; Vic
Oliver and the Cherokees, vocal

jazz and rock; the Red Bank Jazz
Band, mainstream and trad jazz;
Bobby King and the Sabres, vocals
with their own backings.

The "New Record Mirror"
awards, to be presented by Jimmy
Watson, will be for the contestants
this newspaper considers the most
worthy - not necessarily the out-
right winners.

Don't forget, then. Dancing starts
at 730 to the Tony Bunn group-
and later on some of the contesting
groups will take the stand for ses-
sions. Get your tickets at "Record
Hop", Nelson Road, Greenwich
(where they'll cost you 4s.) or at
the Town Hall (at 6s.).
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